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Abstract

On August 12, 2021 an earthquake sequence of several Mw > 7.3 earthquakes hit the central and southern South Sandwich trench.

Due to its remote location and short interevent times, reported earthquake parameters varied significantly between different

international agencies. We studied the complex rupture by combining different seismic source characterization techniques

sensitive to different frequency ranges based on teleseismic broadband recordings from 0.001–2 Hz, including point and finite fault

inversions and the back-projection of high-frequency signals. We also determined moment tensor solutions for 88 aftershocks.

The rupture sequence initiated with an Mw 7.6 thrust earthquake in the deep part of the seismogenic zone in the central

subduction interface. Simultaneously a second shallow megathrust rupture was initiated, which propagated unilaterally to

the south with a very slow rupture velocity of 1.2 km/s and varying strike following the curvature of the trench. The slow

rupture covered nearly two thirds of the entire subduction, and with a Mw 8.2 released the bulk of the total moment of the

sequence. Tsunami modelling indicates the inferred shallow rupture can explain the tsunami records. The southern segment

of the shallow rupture overlaps with another activation of the deeper part of the megathrust equivalent to a Mw 7.6. The

aftershock distribution confirms the extent and curvature of the rupture. Some mechanisms are consistent with the mainshocks,

but many indicate also activation of secondary faults. Rupture velocities and radiated frequencies varied strongly between

different stages of the rupture, which might explain the variability of published source parameters.
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Key Points:10

• A combination of multiple approaches, inversion setups and frequency ranges deci-11

phered the complex earthquake of 2021 South Sandwich.12

• The rupture consisted of 4 subevents with the largest occurring as a shallow slow13

rupture parallel to the South Sandwich trench.14

• Forward modelling proves that the large, shallow thrust subevent caused the recorded15

tsunami.16
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Abstract17

On August 12, 2021 a > 220 s lasting complex earthquake with Mw > 8.2 hit the central and18

southern South Sandwich trench. Due to its remote location and short interevent times,19

reported earthquake parameters varied significantly between different international agen-20

cies. We studied the complex rupture by combining different seismic source characterization21

techniques sensitive to different frequency ranges based on teleseismic broadband record-22

ings from 0.001–2 Hz, including point and finite fault inversions and the back-projection23

of high-frequency signals. We also determined moment tensor solutions for 88 aftershocks.24

The rupture initiated simultaneously with a Mw 7.6 thrust earthquake in the deep part of25

the seismogenic zone in the central subduction interface and a shallow megathrust rupture,26

which propagated unilaterally to the south with a very slow rupture velocity of 1.2 km/s and27

varying strike following the curvature of the trench. The slow rupture covered nearly two28

thirds of the entire subduction zone length, and with Mw 8.2 released the bulk of the total29

moment of the whole earthquake. Tsunami modelling indicates the inferred shallow rupture30

can explain the tsunami records. The southern segment of the shallow rupture overlaps31

with another activation of the deeper part of the megathrust equivalent to a Mw 7.6. The32

aftershock distribution confirms the extent and curvature of the rupture. Some mechanisms33

are consistent with the mainshocks, but many indicate also activation of secondary faults.34

Rupture velocities and radiated frequencies varied strongly between different stages of the35

rupture, which might explain the variability of published source parameters.36

Plain Language Summary37

The earthquake of August 12, 2021 along the deep-sea trench of the South Sandwich38

Islands in the South Atlantic reached a magnitude of 8.2 and triggered a tsunami. The39

automatic earthquake parameter determination of different agencies showed very different40

results shortly after the earthquake and partially underestimated the tsunami potential of41

the earthquake. A possible reason was the complex rupture process and that the tsunami42

was generated by a long and shallow slow slip rupture sandwiched between more conven-43
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tional fast slip subevents at its northern and southern ends. In addition, the fault surface,44

which extended over 450 km, was highly curved striking 150–220◦. We investigated the45

different components of the seismic wavefields in different frequency ranges and with dif-46

ferent methods. The analysis shows how even complex earthquakes can be deciphered by47

combining analysing methods. The comparison with aftershocks and the triggered tsunami48

waves confirms our model that explains the South Sandwich rupture by 4 subevents in the49

plate boundary along the curved deep-sea trench. Here, the depth, rupture velocities and50

slip on each segment of the rupture vary considerably. The method can also be applied to51

other megathrust earthquakes and help to further improve tsunami warnings in the future.52

Introduction53

The Sandwich plate (SW) is located in the Scotia Sea in the southern Atlantic at the54

junction of the Antarctic (AN), Scotia (SC) and South America (SA) plates (Fig. 1). It is55

confined by the East Scotia spreading ridge (ESR) to the west, strike slip segments to the56

north and the south, and the westward subduction of the SA plate with a rate of 62 - 7257

mm/yr at the South Sandwich Trench (SST) to the east (e.g. Larter et al., 2003; Beniest58

& Schellart, 2020; Thomas et al., 2003).59

Effects of mantle inflow, the adjacent strike slip systems and the slab bending result in60

a complex stress field, which causes a change in dominant focal mechanisms from trench-61

perpendicular compressive in the central segment of the SST to oblique strike-slip and62

reverse mechanisms with variable strikes within 100-200 km of the northern and southern63

edges of the SST (e.g. Giner-Robles et al., 2009; Leat et al., 2004; Abe, 1972, 1981, 1982;64

Forsyth, 1975; Purcaru & Berckhemer, 1982).65

Only few large earthquakes with Mw ≥ 7.5 have been reported for the region before66

1975: the shallow extensional Mw 8.1 1929 event close to the northern tip of the SST,67

the large shallow Mw 7.4–7.5 1933 earthquake of unknown mechanism type and the deep68

extensional Mw7.8 1964 earthquake in the subducted slab (e.g. Abe, 1972, 1981; Forsyth,69
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1975; Wilson, 1940; Okal & Hartnady, 2009; Bondár et al., 2015). In addition to these,70

Global CMT (further GCMT) reports an MW 7.5 thrust event at the northern edge of the71

SST in 2016 (Fig. 1).72

After over 90 years since the last great South Sandwich earthquake with MW ≥ 873

a complex earthquake hit the eastern margin of the Sandwich plate on August 12, 202174

(Fig. 1) with short interevent times between reported subevents. The seismic records were75

complex and indicate a complex rupture process. For instance, the teleseismic body and76

Rayleigh waves at the broadband station BFO have a very different appearance at high and77

low frequencies in comparison to an aftershock with similar mechanism and location (Fig. 2).78

Strong low frequency waves appear much more extended and with different patterns, sug-79

gesting that different subevents possibly ruptured after the first earthquake generating more80

complex coda waves, causing major difficulties in the semi-automatic earthquake analysis81

(Hubbard, 2021). This may explain the unusual variety of focal mechanism solutions and82

magnitude estimates between different agencies as USGS, GEOFON and GCMT (Tab. 1).83

GCMT first reported the doublet as two separate earthquakes with Mw 8.3 and 7.9 for the84

first and second event, respectively (see e.g., Jia et al. (2022) for the originally distributed85

GCMT estimates), but later switched to a single long duration (300 s) earthquake with Mw86

8.3. The solutions of USGS and GEOFON assume an earthquake doublet with magnitudes of87

Mw 7.5–7.7 for the first andMw 8.0–8.2 for the second subevent. Global catalog depths range88

from very shallow (i.e., ≤20 km for GEOFON and GCMT) to depths of 35-50 km (USGS89

CMT). Proposed focal mechanisms agree on a thrust mechanism with one very shallow90

dipping plane (average dip 17°), as expected for plate interface events. The strike direction91

varies significantly both between the two subevents and for the same subevent between differ-92

ent agencies though. The earthquake caused a tsunami with amplitudes ranging from 10 to93

64 cm, e.g. recorded at tide gauges at King Edward Point on South Georgia Island, Stanley94

on the Falkland Islands and Antarctica Base Prat on the South Shetland Islands (Flanders95

Marine Institute (VLIZ), Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), 2021). Due96

to the absence of any tsunami early warning system for the Atlantic coasts of Africa and97
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South America, no tsunami information was released for these regions, and an information98

statement was issued only for the Caribbean and North American shore lines by PTWC99

(https://tsunami.gov/events/PHEB/2021/08/12/21224001/2/WECA43/WECA43.txt, last100

visited 2022/03/29).101

A multiple event inversion combining centroid moment tensors and a simplified ex-102

tended rupture model applied to the complex rupture (Jia et al., 2022) yielded a total of103

5 subevents, where the dominant subevent indicated very shallow and very slow southward104

rupture propagation with a rupture velocity of ≈1 km/s. Their results thus indicate a typi-105

cal tsunami earthquake behaviour (as explained by Bilek & Lay, 2018) with a tsunamigenic106

slow rupturing event in the shallow conditionally stable domain of a subduction megathrust.107

The August 12, 2021 rupture represents the largest moment release along the SST in108

the instrumental period. The simultaneous occurrence of fast and slow rupture modes as109

stated by Jia et al. (2022) is rarely observed so clearly, but led to an increased complexity of110

the rupture process of the earthquake. This complexity makes it challenging to reconstruct111

the rupture processes and estimate its tsunamigenic potential from standard seismological112

analysis approaches, even more so as no near field GNSS observations are available.113

With this study we aim to resolve the static properties and kinematic processes of114

both the fast and slow ruptures from seismic source inversion and back-projection. We115

use Bayesian inversion techniques for both moment tensors and extended seismic source116

inversion. That allows to quantify also the uncertainties of our solutions for both derived117

rupture mechanisms but also the location. Furthermore we explore the implications of the118

rupture model for tsunami excitation by forward modelling and comparing to the observed119

tide gauge records from several island stations and the coast of South America. The rupture120

characterization is complemented by an analysis of the locations and mechanisms of the121

largest aftershocks.122

In the following we will refer to the different stages of the complex rupture as subevents123

of the earthquake.124
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Table 1. Selected standard centroid moment tensor and W-phase inversion results published

from different agencies for August 12, 2021 South Sandwich earthquakes. Origin times reported by

USGS are 18:32:52 and 18:35:17 for the first and second event, respectively. GEOFON does not

report centroid times or locations, and origin times and location are reported in the table.

Agency Method Periods Time Lat, Lon Depth Mw Dip Duration

Single event

GCMT C+W 450–50 s 18:35:25 -59.48◦, -24.34◦ 20 km 8.29 14◦ 300 s

Event 1

GEOFON E 600–40 s 18:32:50 -57.64◦, -25.33◦ 13 km 7.70 11◦ -

USGS W 500–150 s 18:33:31 -57.70◦, -25.19◦ 51 km 7.50 26◦ 29 s

Event 2

GEOFON E+W 600–40 s 18:35:22 -58.42◦, -25.21◦ 11 km 7.98 12◦ -

USGS W 1000–200 s 18:36:56 -60.81◦, -23.16◦ 36 km 8.13 11◦ 133 s

Inversion methods:

E - epicentral moment tensor inversion (body- and surface waves)

W - W-phase moment tensor inversion

C+W - joint body, surface and W-phase centroid moment tensor inversion

E+W - joint body, surface and W-phase moment tensor inversion at the epicentre
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Figure 1. Seismicity and moment tensor solutions of the August 12, 2021 earthquakes are

plotted together with bathymetry and outlines of the Sandwich plate (SW) in between the Scotia

(SC), South America (SA) and Antarctic (AN) plates. Plate boundary labels indicate: NSR -

North Scotia Ridge, SSR - South Scotia Ridge, SST - South Sandwich Trench, ESR - East Scotia

Spreading Ridge (from Bird (2003); except that the SST was manually adjusted according to the

location of the deformation front in bathymetry (minimum in EW profiles) between 58–60.6◦S as

its location is rather uncertain according to Thomas et al. (2003), and the SST in Bird’s plate

model did not match bathymetry). Pre-event seismicity is plotted by circles (1013 earthquakes,

Mw > 5.0, 1976 - August 11, 2021, from GCMT; depth color-coded). Deviatoric moment tensor

solutions from different agencies for two main shocks of the August 12 sequence are plotted in lower

hemispherical projections (see legend for color coding and Tab. 1). Labels Mwc indicate Centroid

moment tensors, Mww the W-phase moment tensor, and numbers 1 and 2 the first or second event,

respectively. Note, that the final GCMT solution is only a single long period moment tensor solution

representing the whole rupture.
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Figure 2. Comparison of vertical broad band waveforms of the main shock sequence (red) and an

aftershock (blue) recorded at station GE.BFO.00 in 12,150 or 12,420 km epicentral distance from the

main and the aftershock origin respectively. Velocity traces were restituted (top) and additionally

filtered in very low (middle) and intermediate frequency range (bottom). Time is given relative

to the epicentral time of the earthquakes given in the top left. The grey box highlights the Rg

surface wave phase. Each trace is normalized to its maximum absolute amplitude (value and time

indicated by Apeak for each trace).
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Moment tensor inversions of the main shocks and the aftershocks125

Individual centroid moment tensor (MT) inversions have been performed using the126

Grond software (Heimann et al., 2018) for the two main shocks (as indicated by GEOFON)127

and 88 aftershocks recorded until end of August 2021. In this appproach, the moment128

tensor components (full for the main shocks and deviatoric for the aftershocks), the centroid129

location, time and duration are estimated from waveform records, mostly Rayleigh and130

Love waves, assuming a simple half sinusoidal source time function. The inversion uses a131

particle swarm method paired with bootstrapping to estimate non-linear uncertainties for all132

parameters. Each inversion fitted displacement waveforms in the time domain. All observed133

waveforms were visually inspected and noisy, saturated, clipped or incomplete traces were134

removed. Filter and taper applied within the inversion used cosine tapers in frequency and135

time domain. Frequency ranges given in the following confine the flat part of the cosine136

taper. Further information on the tapers is given in Appendix A and Tabs. Appendix A.1137

and Appendix C.1.138

For estimation of the MT source parameters for the two main shocks as referenced by139

GEOFON (referred to as CMT inversions of subevents A and D), bandpass-filtered (0.01–140

0.03 Hz) teleseismic records (2500 - 10000 km epicentral distance) at 64 stations with good141

coverage in azimuth and distance were fitted on the vertical and transverse component.142

In addition, we carried out a very low frequency inversion of the W-phase signals143

(referred to as CMT inverson of subevent B) from 0.001–0.01 Hz on the vertical and radial144

component with the aim to constrain the total magnitude of the event (following Kanamori145

& Rivera, 2008; Duputel et al., 2012). Due to the very long period nature of the W-phase, we146

expect to characterize the whole complex earthquake. A second full-waveform low frequency147

(0.001–0.01 Hz) inversion considering longer time windows (referred to as CMT inversion of148

subevent C) was performed to capture all characteristics of the rupture. For all inversions149

the AK135 Earth model from Kennett et al. (1995) was assumed.150

–9–
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The same inversion method was applied to 88 out of the 202 globally recorded after-151

shocks with Mw ≥ 5.0, but with different parameters. Here waveforms from 200–2500 km152

epicentral distance were used to ensure good signal-to-noise ratios and exclude saturated153

data. For the 114 excluded events high seismic noise levels or waveform overlap with stronger154

events prevented robust moment tensor inversion. Bandpass-filtered (0.02–0.04 Hz for best155

signal-to-noise ratios) full waveforms were fitted on the vertical, transverse and radial com-156

ponent. The obtained MT solutions and those for five additional earthquakes from the157

GEOFON MT catalog were clustered (Cesca, 2020) based on the similarity of their focal158

mechanisms, using the Kagan angle (Kagan, 1991) as metric. Clusters are recognized if159

there are at least 2 other earthquakes with mutual Kagan angles ≤30◦. Further details and160

waveform fits can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B.161

Finite fault dynamics from self-similar dynamic extended rupture model162

The self-similar dynamic rupture model (or pseudo dynamic rupture model - PDR)163

utilizes a flexible 3D boundary element method to invert for the instantaneous slip caused by164

a prescribed stress drop on each activated patch of an extended rupture, defined by the area165

behind the rupture front (Metz, 2019; Dahm et al., 2021). As a first order approximation,166

the rupture speed scales linearly with the S-wave velocity extracted from the layered AK135167

Earth model (Kennett et al., 1995). With a prescribed rupture speed model, the rupture168

front at each time step is approximated using the 2D Eikonal equation.169

We integrated the PDR into the Bayesian inversion scheme of Grond (Heimann et al.,170

2018) as a source option. In our realisation the PDR assumes a planar fault, a constant171

stress drop and constant rake along the whole plane, which reduces the number of free172

parameters within the inversion significantly compared to individual rakes and stress drops173

on each sub fault. Due to this simplified scheme we expect the PDR inversions to focus on174

the major slip patches.175

–10–
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We do not fix the orientation of the fault, the slip direction (governed by the rake)176

nor centroid and origin location prior to the inversion, but leave them as parameters in177

the inversion. Thereby, 13 free parameters are estimated: length, width, strike and dip178

of the fault plane; origin time and location, both absolute and relative to the fault plane;179

and rake angle, stress drop, and the scaling coefficient vr/vs between the rupture speed vr180

and the S-wave velocity vs. Any deviation between the S-wave velocity of the used Ground181

model and the true shear wave velocity will also result in a change of the scaling coefficient.182

Slower S-wave velocities as often observed in megathrusts (e.g. Miller et al., 2021) will183

cause a decrease of the scaling coefficient. Hence, any interpretation will be done on the184

absolute rupture velocity instead of the scaling coefficient. Note that the seismic moment185

is calculated using the inverted slip, area of the rupture plane and the mean shear modulus186

of the depth section covered by the PDR rupture plane.187

We decided not to preconstrain the location of the rupture using a known slab geometry.188

That allows to access also the location uncertainty in a fully Bayesian manner. In a first189

approach, we apply the PDR inversion independently to subevents A and D by a careful190

selection of time windows (example in Fig. 4), considering that between 4000 - 10000 km191

epicentral distances the high frequency P-waves of subevent D arrive significantly earlier than192

the high frequency S-waves of event A, thus avoiding wave interference. We use displacement193

seismograms on vertical and transverse components, bandpass filtered between 0.01–0.05 Hz.194

Although such a time separation approach is possible for the smaller subevents A and195

D, it is suboptimal to analyse the slow rupture processes of subevents B and C in between,196

because a constructive and destructive superposition of radiated low frequency waves cannot197

be considered. Therefore, the PDR inversion of subevents B and C was formulated as a joint198

inversion. Very low frequency vertical and radial displacement records (0.001 – 0.01 Hz) were199

used including the W-phase signal as well as the S-wave and surface waves. The two PDR200

models have independent parameters allowing also independent fault plane orientations and201

subevent magnitudes. The new simultaneous Bayesian inversion scheme for source doublets202

–11–
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parametrizes the time, distance and azimuth between the two subevents and is described203

in more detail in Carrillo Ponce et al. (2021). Detailed inversion reports and waveform fits204

can be found in Appendix C.205

Teleseismic back-projection206

We used a multi-array back-projection method (Vera et al., 2021) of vertical very short-207

period P-waves (0.5–2.0 Hz) recorded at several arrays in Chile, the Caribbean, Australia,208

and South Africa. Each array was weighted individually based on its azimuthal distribution,209

i.e., proportionally to the sum of the two half-angles measured between the azimuths of210

target and neighboring arrays (see example in Fig. Appendix D.2a). Combining semblance211

and energy radiated maps, we are able to characterize the spatial and temporal rupture212

evolution with associated relative strength of each short-period energy emission above 0.5213

Hz.214

P-waves were extracted using arrival times from the IASP91 velocity model (Kennett215

& Engdahl, 1991). Theoretical arrival times have been additionally calibrated using static216

station corrections following the aftershock calibration method (Palo et al., 2014) to correct217

for earth heterogeneities and their effect on the arrival times (e.g., Ishii et al., 2007; Palo et218

al., 2014; Meng et al., 2016). Station corrections are derived as the average residuals of eight219

aftershocks with thrust mechanisms assumed to rupture the same fault as the mainshocks220

(Tab. Appendix D.1). Compared to the standard practice of calibrating station corrections221

based on the catalog hypocentre, this makes the absolute positioning of the rupture track222

less susceptible to mislocation of any single event.223

More details on the teleseismic back-projection are presented in Appendix D.224

Tsunami simulation225

The South Sandwich rupture has triggered a tsunami that was recorded at a num-226

ber of tide gauge stations located at various azimuths and distances around the epicenter.227

–12–
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We employ these observations to provide an independent first-order check for our source228

model. In particular, we would like to check if tsunami arrival times and amplitudes (which229

are essentially far-field proxis for the position, orientation, and average magnitude of the230

tsunamigenic slip) are roughly consistent with tide gauge observations. We cannot expect231

perfect match because of the limitations due to the numerical model and accuracy of the232

bathymetry (see also comprehensive discussion in Romano et al. (2016)).233

We do this first-order validation by simulating tsunami propagation in long wave ap-234

proximation using the in-house code easyWave, which implements the leap-frog finite dif-235

ference numerical scheme at a staggered grid according to the TSUNAMI-F1 algorithm by236

Goto et al. (1997). The initial conditions are set according to the vertical seafloor displace-237

ment. This offset was calculated over a 600x600 km grid centered at the joint centroid238

location of the PDR results of the subevents B and C (Fig. 6), using the PsGrn/PsCmp239

code by R. Wang et al. (2006), the flat earth approximation and assuming elastic struc-240

ture as in the AK135 Earth model (Kennett et al., 1995). The tsunami source trigger is241

assumed to be instantaneous. Despite the relatively long rupture time of ≈220 s, this as-242

sumption is still valid since the rupture velocity is at least 5-6 times faster than the tsunami243

propagation in the source area. Given these initial conditions, tsunami propagation was244

simulated on a SRTM30 Plus (Becker et al., 2009) bathymetric grid downsampled to a 1245

arc minute resolution. As this resolution is too coarse to simulate wave evolution in the246

vicinity of coastal tide gauges, we used the commonly accepted technique, and recorded247

simulated waveforms at offshore positions in deep water (at least 50 meters depth) with248

the subsequent tsunami height projection onto the nearest coast estimated with the coastal249

amplification factor (Kamigaichi, 2015; Glimsdal et al., 2019). In particular, for tide gauges250

located at coasts with shallowing bathymetry – stations ’imbt’ and ’stan’ – we used Green’s251

law (Kamigaichi, 2015), whereas for the stations located in wall-like conditions – ’kepo1’,252

’mais’, and ’prat3’ – we used factor 2 which corresponds to the perfect reflection at a vertical253

wall as derived from linear wave theory. Off-shore waveforms were additionally time-shifted254

–13–
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according to the calculated offshore-to-onshore tsunami propagation time assuming linear255

near-shore bathymetry shallowing (Romano et al., 2016).256

Results and Discussion257

The 2021 South Sandwich earthquake is characterized by complex rupture processes on258

the central and southern segments of the South Sandwich subduction zone. The earthquake259

is bounded by two Mw 7.5–7.6 thrust subevents (A and D) in the north and south of260

a shallow rupture plane (Tab. 2 and Fig. 3). Both subevents A and D radiated seismic261

energy in frequencies as expected from standard scaling relations (e.g. Brune, 1970) and are262

characterized by mean rupture velocities of 1.5–2.1 km/s scaling linearly with the S-wave263

velocity by a factor of 0.40–0.49. Both A and D occurred as thrust events at the plate264

boundary of SW and SA plate on trench parallel striking rupture planes with respective265

centroid depths of 18±5 or 31±4 km. In between both high-frequency subevents, a very266

shallow segment (top edge depth of 10±4 km) of the plate boundary ruptured over a length of267

> 450 km with a curved plane striking sub-parallel to the curvature of the plate boundary268

(subevents B and C) as retrieved from inversion of very low frequency seismograms. A269

maximum shear slip of 5.8±2.2 m, a total moment release of 2.24 ·1021 Nm, and vr/vs ratios270

of 0.33 and 0.37 (for both subevents B and C respectively) were obtained, implying a mean271

rupture velocity in the range of 1.2–1.5 km/s. Both shallow depth and significant co-seismic272

slip indicate tsunamigenic potential of this phase of the rupture. We will now describe the273

results of the various inversions in more detail. Probability density functions and complete274

lists of parameter uncertainties derived from the Bayesian inversions are provided in the275

Appendix.276

The individual PDR inversions of the two high-frequency subevents A and D yield two277

thrust events (dip 20◦) with strikes parallel to the plate boundary. Subevent D occurred278

240 km SSW of subevent A about 200 s later, corresponding to a gap of ≈100 s between279

the end of rupture A and onset of rupture D. (Tab. 2, Appendix C.2 and Fig. 3). The280
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first subevent A is shallower compared to D with top edge depths of 10 km vs. 23 km281

and has a larger along-strike extent of 150 km vs. 58 km but a smaller maximum slip of282

2.3 m vs. 3.1 m. The moderately lower slip and shallower rupture in less rigid material283

finally makes the moment magnitude of A, Mw 7.57, a little smaller than that of D, Mw284

7.61, in spite of the much larger rupture area of the former event. The origin of A at the285

northern segment of its fault plane leads to bilateral rupture with higher moment release for286

a duration of 60 s prior to pure unilateral propagation towards south (Fig.3a,c,d). The later287

subevent D lasted only 24 s and is characterized by mostly down dip and southward rupture288

propagation. Our inferred rupture propagation of A and D fits well with the results from289

back-projection of high frequency body waves (Fig. 3c,d), which also indicate southward290

rupture propagation. The location and timing of subevent D fits well with the area outlined291

by the largest high-frequency energy emissions, although back projection results indicate a292

larger extent of this zone. They do also show later emissions than the PDR results would293

suggest and could image the stopping of the rupture characterized by strong rupture velocity294

decrease (Madariaga, 1977; Tilmann et al., 2016). A small patch of emitters at 58◦S is co-295

located with the southern termination of the subevent A plane. CMT inversions (Appendix296

A) also confirm most of the PDR inversion results. Magnitudes are smaller, though, with297

Mw 7.31 and 7.40 for A and D, respectively and a shorter duration of 21 s estimated for298

A. The centroid depth extracted from the CMT inversion for A fitting first arriving P and299

S wave signals only is significantly deeper than obtained using the PDR with 40±6 km300

compared to 18±5 km. The PDR inversion fitted signals succeeding the first arrivals of P301

and S wave. These signals are likely emmited by the shallower segment of the megathrust,302

which ruptured simultaneously with the subevent A (Fig. 3d). Mechanisms, locations and303

times of A and D are consistent with subevents E1, E2, E4 and E5 by Jia et al. (2022). Our304

inversion of subevent A as an extended rupture reproduces E1 and E2 with similar location,305

slightly longer duration and also larger magnitude (Mw 7.6 compared to cumulative Mw306

7.4), as it fits a longer part of the first rupture signal. Whilst E4 and E5 match in time,307
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mechanism and location of our subevent D, they show a larger moment release (cumulative308

Mw 7.9 vs 7.6).309

The static and kinematic parameters of the shallow and slow rupturing subevent B310

were derived from a CMT inversion of the W-phase at 0.001-0.01Hz, and for subevent C311

from full waveform CMT (i.e., including surface waves) and PDR (using a joint inversion312

of two rupture planes), using the same frequency range. The individual CMT point source313

inversions yield similar thrust mechanisms striking 196–199◦and dipping ≈45◦, but with an314

increased oblique component for subevent C compared to B (CMT inversions of subevent B315

and C in Tab. 2, Fig. 3). The CMT moment magnitudeMw of C, which predominantly fitted316

the surface waves (Figs. 4, Appendix A.11, Appendix A.12) is estimated with 7.91±0.03317

compared to 8.14±0.05 for subevent B. C ruptured later and with a shorter duration (123±4318

s vs. 385±21 s for C and B, respectively). Both centroids are located close to the trench319

with C 216 km further south and significantly shallower (16±6 km) compared to B (32±19320

km depth).321

The centroid locations of each plane retrieved from joint inversion of two extended322

PDR planes fit well with the CMT solutions but with a shallower depth for subevent B of323

18±4 km indicating robust spatial resolution. Each plane strikes sub-parallel to the plate324

boundary with respective dips of 30–40◦ for B and C. Rakes of 96±16 and 111±13◦ indicate325

pure thrust for B and oblique thrust for C. Maximum slip of 5.8±2.2 or 5.0±1.7 m with326

subevent moment magnitudes Mw of 8.02 and 7.98 (cumulative Mw 8.2) were obtained for B327

and C, respectively. B and C jointly ruptured a 450 km long and 34–49±14 km wide shallow328

segment of the plate boundary. The rupture started on the northern segment close to the329

origin of subevent A in time (18:32:44±19 s for B compared to 18:32:54±2 s for A) and330

space (uncertainties in Figs. Appendix C.1, Appendix C.2). The rupture propagated first331

bi- and later unilaterally towards the south with slow mean rupture velocities of initially332

1.2 km/s during event B, and then 1.5 km/s during event C (Fig. 3c). Rupture velocities333

at the top edges of the rupture were close to 1.1/1.3 km/s for B and C respectively. The334
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higher speed of C leads to a shorter duration (78 s vs. 163 s) and a higher peak moment335

rate compared to B (Fig. 3d).336

Both CMT and PDR estimate a similar cumulative Mw 8.2–8.25 with a long duration337

of at least 225 s, covering the central and southern shallow segment of the plate boundary338

with a joint centroid location close to the GCMT solution and with similar mechanism339

and magnitude (Tab. 1 and Appendix C.3). As fitting only the very long period W-phase,340

the CMT inversion of subevent B is unable to capture the nucleation phase accurately but341

instead characterizes the whole complex rupture process. That is indicated by the negative342

start of the CMT B source time function as well as by its long duration covering the whole343

rupture process (Fig. 3d). The rotated focal mechanism of the W-phase based CMT solution,344

which has a significant NE-striking component, compared to the PDR B solution supports345

this interpretation (Fig. 3b,d). The joint PDR inversion aims to fit the superposition of346

both W-phases and surface wave waveforms (Figs. 4 and Appendix C.10–Appendix C.13).347

In the full waveform inversion we inevitably also fit signals emitted from subevents A and348

D. That leads to a partial overlap in time with subevents A and D and space with the349

subevent A (Fig. 3). The spatial gap between the derived best rupture planes of C and D350

could be caused by the focus on major slip patches of our PDR inversion setup. As shown351

in Fig. Appendix C.3 we also obtain a larger location uncertainty for rupture plane C. The352

increased uncertainties in azimuth and distance between B and C might also have caused353

the unexpected location of the best rupture plane for C partially to the East of the SST.354

Nevertheless, Thomas et al. (2003) states, that also the location of the SST (as mapped by355

Pelayo & Wiens, 1989; Bird, 2003) and the uppermost plate interface is not well resolved in356

this segment of the subduction zone.357

We find a strong agreement with the results of Jia et al. (2022) from both their W-Phase358

and multi-event inversions. The CMT W-phase inversion (subevent B) yields a compara-359

ble cumulative duration, magnitude, thrust mechanism and centroid location, but with a360

steeper dip of the preferred nodal plane (43±16 vs 14◦), which could be caused by larger361
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time windows and a broader frequency band used in our case. The PDR mechanisms, mag-362

nitudes and centroid locations of B and C coincide well with the subevents E3, E4 and363

E5. Again our preferred results show larger dips (30–45◦), but with large uncertainties of364

9–16◦(Tabs. Appendix A.2, Appendix C.2 and Appendix C.3). They could be an effect of365

the curved path of the rupture along the slab, as a strong trade-off between the orientations366

of nodal planes of the CMT solutions suggest.367

Back projected high frequency seismic energy emitters are located mainly to the West368

and hence down dip of the shallow high slip patch as defined by rupture plane C. This has369

been observed at different megathrust earthquakes as the 2010 Maule (e.g. Koper et al.,370

2012; Kiser & Ishii, 2012), 2011 Tohoku (e.g. Lee et al., 2011; Ide et al., 2011; Suzuki et al.,371

2011; Simons et al., 2011; D. Wang & Mori, 2011; Duan, 2012; Lay, 2018) or 2015 Illapel372

earthquake (e.g. Tilmann et al., 2016). This characteristic of megathrust events is assumed373

to be associated with both longer rupture duration in shallow depth and heterogeneous374

friction or structural features on the shallow plate interface causing only moderate energy375

emissions along the shallow rupture (Bilek et al., 2004; Lay et al., 2012). We recognize376

these moderate to low energy emissions co-located with the inverted rupture planes of the377

subevents A, B and partially C. Their emission times and the retrieved rupture velocity (1.2378

km/s) fits well the inverted rupture propagations and velocities of A, B and C (Fig. 3c).379

With back projection, such slow rupturing stages (1.0 km/s ≤ vrup ≤ 1.5 km/s) have been380

observed in the case of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (e.g. Meng et al., 2011; D. Wang &381

Mori, 2011). The strong spatial and temporal coherency between the obtained rupture front382

propagation from low frequent finite fault inversions and the high frequent back-projection383

has been observed in lab experiments by Marty et al. (2019).384

The spatial extent of the aftershocks from 56–60.5◦S confirms the inferred rupture385

length from the PDR inversions (Fig. 5). Locations are rather diverse with accumulations386

down dip from the inferred shallow high slip rupture planes of subevents B and C. These387
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aftershocks are co-located with the major back projected high frequency energy emitters,388

as also observed e.g. at the 2010 Maule earthquake (Palo et al., 2014).389

The aftershocks show heterogeneous focal mechanisms; we find 8 clusters consisting of390

61 events in total, with 31 unclustered events. The largest cluster 0 indicates oblique thrust391

faulting with moderate dips, and additionally a number of unclustered events show thrust392

mechanisms. The location of most of these events is close to the plate interface, and strikes393

are broadly sub-parallel to the strike directions of the closest trench segments, but dips are394

mostly too steep to be consistent with a plate interface origin (profiles A-A’, B-B’, C-C’).395

Only very few events have both hypocentres and focal mechanism dips consistent with a396

plate interface origin, and they tend to be the deepest, westernmost thrust events in the397

aftershock sequence, e.g., the two large unclustered events in the NW of profile C (profile398

distance ∼40 km), and maybe the deep cluster 0 event in profile B. However, the dips of399

subevents B and C of the main shock also are steeper than the expected inter-plate dip,400

such that events of cluster 0 and some of the unclustered thrust events can probably be401

considered to have occurred on the same fault as the main shock.402

Multiple clusters with predominant normal faulting are found (1, 3, 5 and 7), which403

occur in very different tectonic settings: Along the SSR (cluster 1 with large strike slip404

component), along the SW-SA plate boundary and within the subducted SA plate (profiles405

A-A’, B-B’, C-C’). A few of these events occur on the outer rise, especially in the south406

(cluster 7 in C-C’ and also cluster 4 in B-B’, which is oblique between strike-slip and normal-407

faulting). Strong normal faulting events in the outerrise are often observed after large408

shallow subduction zone ruptures (Bilek & Lay, 2018). The occurrence of this type of409

events adjacent to subevents B and C along the plate boundary thus lends support to their410

interpretation as slip along the very shallow megathrust.411

Strike slip clusters are found with the events mostly elongated along a SW-striking412

lineament of events in the downgoing plate (clusters 2 and 6). Multiple clusters with diverse413

dominant mechanisms near the adjacent plate boundaries (SSR) indicate complex reacti-414
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vation of secondary faults. The complex patterns in the central segment (profile B-B’) are415

already evident on events recorded prior to the 2021 main shock (Fig. 5b) indicating diverse416

faulting on unknown faults.417

We compared our focal mechanisms to available solutions from GCMT for 16 aftershocks418

giving a median Kagan angle of ≈38◦(see also Fig. Appendix B.1). 11 of the compared events419

have an acceptable Kagan angle below 45◦. Locations changed by 32±6 km with an average420

depth difference of -10±11 km. Deviations in location and focal mechanism might be caused421

by our choice of an oceanic ground model and also different station setups used within our422

inversions compared to GCMT.423

The tsunami forward modelling results confirm the tsunamigenic character of the subevents424

B and C: Simulated tsunami wave heights at tide gauge positions at different azimuths and425

distances around the epicentre are generally consistent with observations (Fig. 6) with poorer426

fit for the Stanley tide gauge in the Falklands (station ’stan’). We note that the tsunami427

observations were not used for the source inversion, i.e., tsunami simulations present a fully428

independent check of our best source model (here the joint PDR models of subevents B and429

C).430

The polarities of the first onset and the shapes and amplitudes of the first oscillation431

of modelled and observed tsunami waves show good agreement. The increasing differences432

at later times are expected and arise due to the simplifying assumptions in the forward433

modeling as these are strongly affected by local resonances and reflections. Resolving these434

effects would require high-resolution coastal bathymetry and thus cannot be reproduced435

with the global bathymetry dataset used in our modelling.436

The geographical pattern of wave propagation (Fig. 6a) shows the largest wave heights437

to the East and West of the SST, as expected from the rupture geometry and mechanism,438

with maximum wave heights up to > 1 m along the South Sandwich Islands and South439

Georgia. It is in good agreement with findings reported by Roger et al. (2022) which also440

show the wave guiding effect of the shallower rift systems of the SA-AN and Africa-AN441
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plates with enhanced wave heights there. Less significant local highs in wave heights are442

predicted in further directions, e.g., along a South East striking trajectory as a result of the443

complex ground displacement pattern.444

Slowing down of rupture velocities in the shallower parts of the plate boundary have445

been observed worldwide e.g. the 2010 Maule, Chile earthquake (e.g. Koper et al., 2012;446

Kiser & Ishii, 2012), the 2011 Tohoku, Japan earthquake (e.g. Lee et al., 2011; Ide et al.,447

2011; Suzuki et al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011; D. Wang & Mori, 2011; Duan, 2012; Lay,448

2018) or the 2015 Illapel, Chile earthquake (Tilmann et al., 2016), and often been associated449

with a combination of small shear wave velocities and enhanced fluid pore pressures (e.g.,450

Song et al., 2009). Enhanced fluid pore pressure is also postulated to control the occurrence451

of slow slip events in subduction zones (e.g., Kodaira et al., 2004; Audet et al., 2009; Kato452

et al., 2010), as an extreme example of slow earthquake rupture.453

Recent laboratory studies on frictional rupture under varying fluid overpressure support454

such an explanation (Passelegue et al., 2020). Experiments could reproduce the full range455

of observed rupture velocities on the same interfaces, only controlled by the initial effective456

stress which defines the available shear stress and fracture energy at the onset of slip. Large457

initial shear stress, meaning small fluid pore pressure, seemed to promote fast rupture458

velocities and fast slip rates, while high pore pressures lead to slow rupture velocities.459

Conclusions460

Our analysis of the 2021 South Sandwich earthquake elucidated the complex interaction461

of smaller subevents with a large and shallow slow rupturing subevent within one earthquake462

along the curved slab interface using multiple independent techniques. We could link dif-463

ferent stages of the complex earthquake to the different results obtained by international464

agencies, which shows the strong method dependency of their results when applied to such465

a complex rupture. Finally we were able to link the recorded tsunami to the slow rupturing466

event. The comparison with known large tsunamigenic thrust events as the 2010 Maule, 2011467
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Tohoku or 2015 Illapel earthquakes revealed strong similarities in the static and dynamic468

rupture properties as well as in distribution of back-projected energy and aftershocks.469

This earthquake highlights the necessity of a more comprehensive analysis of seismic470

signals for tsunami early warning, especially where no near field GNSS stations are available471

to constrain the rupture.472

Data and Resources473

Seismic broadband recordings for the main shock and the aftershocks were downloaded474

from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Data Management Cen-475

ter (https://ds.iris.edu/wilbert3/find event, last accessed November 2021) and the476

GEOFON program of the GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences using data from the477

GEVN partner networks (last accessed November 2021). A detailed overview on the used478

networks is given in the supplement. Event information was downloaded from Global CMT479

(Dziewoński et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012), USGS (U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), 2020)480

and the GEOFON program of the GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences using data481

from the GEVN partner networks. Tide gauge data was provided by Flanders Marine In-482

stitute (VLIZ), Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) (2021). Bathymetric483

data from NOAA National Geophysical Data Center (2009) was used for the plots.484

The used software included Pyrocko (Heimann et al., 2019), Grond (Heimann et al.,485

2018), GMT 5.4 (Wessel et al., 2013) and Seiscloud (Cesca, 2020) for the seismological stud-486

ies and plots. Green’s Functions used within Grond were calculated using QSSP, PsGrn,487

PsCmp and Pyrocko (R. Wang et al., 2006, 2017; Heimann et al., 2017). Tsunami modelling488

was done using easyWave (https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/software/tsunami-wave-propagations489

-easywave).490
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Table 2. Major results for the individual subevents and from different approaches

Subevent A B C D all

Method PDR CMT PDR CMT PDR PDR BP†

Period range [s] 100–20 1000–100 1000–100 100–20 2–0.5

Geometry

length [km] 150±32 - 270±56 - 178±48 58±11 462

width [km] 42±7 - 34±10 - 49±14 48±8 -

strike 147◦±16◦ 199◦±23◦ 172◦±8◦ 196◦±21◦ 218◦±9◦ 219◦±9◦ -

dip 21◦±5◦ 43◦±16◦ 29◦±13◦ 45◦±10◦ 39◦±9◦ 20◦±2◦ -

rake 80◦±11◦ 86◦±34◦ 96◦±16◦ 64◦±36◦ 111◦±13◦ 128◦±8◦ -

∗distance 243 216 202±71
- - - -

[km] (A–D) (C–B)

∗azimuth
199◦ 183◦ 184◦±14◦

- - - -
(A–D) (C–B)

centroid
18±5 32±19 18±4 16±6 25±4 31±4 -

depth [km]

Kinematics

origin time 18:32:54±2 s 18:32:44±19 s 18:35:15±13 s 18:36:01±2 s -

centroid time
18:35:09±12 s 18:36:09±2 s

-
18:33:35 18:33:55 18:35:53 18:36:17

vrup [km/s] 1.5 1.2 1.5 2.1 1.2

duration [s] 81 385±21 163 123±4 78 24 300

Magnitude

max. slip [m] 2.3±0.5 - 5.8±2.2 - 5.0±1.7 3.1±0.5 -

Mw 7.57 8.14±0.05 8.02 7.91±0.03 7.98 7.61 -

∑
Mw

7.79 8.25 8.20
- - - -

(A+D) (B+C)

† Back-projection

∗ given with respect to centroid location
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Figure 3. Results of the multi-frequency analysis including key interpretations (red arrows).

(a) Final static slip maps and associated centroid MTs retrieved from the body wave inversions

(0.01–0.05 Hz) for subevents A and D using the PDR. (b) shows the results for the very low

frequency CMT and PDR inversions of subevents B and C. Rectangular outlines in (a), (b) show

the location of the PDR solutions for subevents B, C or A, D, respectively (visualises spatial

relationships between the overlapping rupture planes). (c) shows the kinematics of the rupture.

Contours indicated rupture propagation derived from PDR with respective subevent origins as red

stars. Dots show high frequency energy emitters (0.5-2 Hz, size scales with energy release) from

backprojection. (d) Comparison of the normalized, radiated high-frequency energy backprojected

to the moment rate source time functions (STF) retrieved from waveform inversions in different

frequency ranges and with different approaches. The time reference is the origin time of the first

subevent in the GEOFON catalogue.
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Figure 4. Waveform fits of the vertical and horizontal components for the seismic station

CX.PB01.00 (distance: ≈ 5500 km, azimuth: ≈300◦. Fits for the PDR and CMT inversions of

subevents B and C are shown in the top rows, for the high frequent (0.01–0.05 Hz) PDR inversions

of subevent A and D in the bottom rows (Tab. 2). Dark lines show the filtered, observed displace-

ment traces, colored lines the filtered and tapered synthetic signals of the best model within each

inversion given in the legend. Synthetic traces are only drawn for the time windows defined within

each inversion. Peak amplitudes of each observed, filtered trace are used for normalization and are

given as Apeak. Major phases (P, S and W-phase) are annotated. Exemplary shape and position

of the applied cosine tapers are shown as shaded areas indicating the chosen time windows within

the inversion for fits of subevents A and D.
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Figure 5. Aftershock centroid locations and mechanisms are shown as map (a) and cross sec-

tional view along three profiles A−A′, B−B′ and C−C′ (c). (b) gives pre-event source mechanisms

of GCMT solutions (Mw > 6 - locations of all Mw > 5 events are shown in Fig. 1). Focal mech-

anisms are scaled with magnitude. Their colors indicate cluster families (see legend in (a), where

fuzzy moment tensors of each cluster are shown, with the representative nodal plane indicated by

dark line). Grey dots in (a) show aftershocks from August 12, 2021 until August 31, 2021 taken

from a joint USGS and GCMT catalog. The SLAB2.0 slab interface (Hayes et al., 2018) is indicated

by iso-depth lines in (b) and is shown as a colored line along each profile in (c). Grey lines show

the bathymetry (ETOPO1 with vertical exaggeration factor of 6). The red triangle indicates the

position of the trench defined by bathymetry.
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Figure 6. Forward tsunami modeling with initial conditions corresponding to the vertical

seafloor displacement as predicted by the PDR model results for subevents B and C. Tsunami

triggering is assumed as instantaneous vertical displacement of the seafloor at the joint centroid

time of 18:34:46. (a) Maximum tsunami wave heights (values < 0.1 m clipped). Also shown are

positions of tide gauges. The insert indicates initial conditions for tsunami modeling located within

the red box on the map. (b) Modeled (blue) vs observed (red) mareograms at the tide gauges sorted

by distance to the epicentre. Values in brackets indicate additional time shifts in [min] applied for

the optimal fit (see Romano et al., 2016). Note, that all data except ’kepo1’ are plotted in the same

scale.
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Appendix A Main shock moment tensor inversion509

Moment tensors are the mathematical representation of a seismic source based on gen-510

eralized force couples, and the centroid moment tensor method relates those force couples511

with the ground motion generated by them as long as a point-source characterization is512

well suited for the evaluated problem. The centroid moment tensor inversion returns the513

centroid location and time, duration, and the six independent moment tensor components514

of the source, which encode the scalar moment and focal mechanism of the event.515

A1 Centroid and W-phase moment tensor inversion of the doublet516

In order to characterize the South Sandwich August 12, 2021 earthquake , we apply517

a centroid moment tensor inversion for each subevent individually by inverting them using518

different distance-dependent time windows (Tab. Appendix A.1). We use the signals of 64519

broadband stations spatially well distributed and located at teleseismic distances (4000-520

10000 km), filtered in the frequency band of 0.01-0.03 Hz to fit bodywaves in the vertical521

(for P phases) and transverse (for the S phases) components in the time domain and equally522

weighted. A separate inversion was performed using the W-phase of the main shock in the523

frequency range of 0.001-0.01 Hz (Kanamori & Rivera, 2008; Duputel et al., 2012) to cover524

lower frequencies and validate the magnitude estimate. Figures Appendix A.2, Appendix525

A.7, Appendix A.10 and Appendix A.13 show the azimuthal distributions used for the526

different subevents.527

The filtering of all waveforms was carried out in frequency domain using a cosine taper.528

With a given frequency range the cosine taper is characterized as: fmin/1.5 - start of fading529

in, fmin - end of fading in, fmax - start of fading out, fmax · 1.5 - end of fading out, so the530

plateau of the taper is between fmin and fmax.531

The inversions are performed with Grond (Heimann et al., 2018), an open source soft-532

ware tool for robust characterization of earthquake sources included in the Pyrocko envi-533

ronment (Heimann et al., 2017). The synthetic seismograms in these inversions are rapidly534
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computed using a global precalculated Green’s functions store with a sampling rate of 0.5535

Hz. The Green’s functions were calculated with the QSSP code developed by R. Wang et536

al. (2017). The partical swarm optimizations for CMT inversion of subevent A and D took537

70000 iterations each while inversion of subevents B and C converged after 50000 iterations.538

The uncertainties for every resolved parameter were determined by bootstrapping the data539

considering 100 different configurations. We consider the mean moment tensor solutions.540

Uncertainties in determined parameters for all events are shown in Figure Appendix541

A.1 and Table Appendix A.2, waveform fits and the azimuthal station distribution and542

weighting in Figures Appendix A.5–Appendix A.15).543

According to our results, subevents A and D are separated by 182 s in time and 285544

km in distance and their magnitudes are Mw 7.3 and Mw 7.4 respectively. This doublet545

is composed of two predominantly thrust events with dip angles that fit well with the546

assumption that they occur on the plate interface (Table Appendix A.2).547
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Table Appendix A.1. Choosen dynamic time windows for the inversions. Corner times of the

used cosine taper are defined as tmin, tmin + ttaper, tmax − ttaper, tmax with respect to the inverted

event centroid time∗

Inversion ACMT BCMT CCMT DCMT

P-wave time window relative to tP

tmin [s] -220 (100) - - -130 (100)

tmax [s] +70 (100) - - +160 (100)

S-wave time window relative to tS

tmin [s] -220 (100) - - -130 (100)

tmax [s] +70 (100) - - +160 (100)

W-Phase time window relative to tP

tmin [s] - -1000 (1000) - -

tmax [s] - +1100 (1000) - -

Full waveform inversion time window relative to tS

tmin [s] - - -1000 (1000) -

tmax [s] - - vsurf (2.0)
† + 1000 (1000) -

tP - P wave arrival time using AK135

tS - S wave arrival time using AK135

∗ - Format: <time> (taper)

† - vsurf (XX) Indicating surface wave arrival with velocity of XX km/s
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Table Appendix A.2. MT inversion results for the given subevents

Event A B C D

Latitude [◦±km] -57.407±8 -58.036±120 -59.977±27 -59.864±13

Longitude [◦±km] -24.943±12 -24.554±35 -24.720±9 -26.276±12

Centroid time [s] 18:33:13±0 18:35:09±12 18:36:10±2 18:36:15±1

Mw 7.31±0.05 8.14±0.05 7.91±0.03 7.40±0.03

Depth [km] 40±6 32±19 16±6 29±6

Strike [◦] 127±12 199±23 196±21 237±7

Dip [◦] 19±2 43±16 45±10 29±3

Rake [◦] 62±9 86±34 64±36 133±5

Duration [s] 21±6 385±21 123±4 18±6
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Figure Appendix A.1. Parameter distribution of the tested models for all CMT inversions.
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Figure Appendix A.2. CMT for event A - azimuthal distribution and weights for the transverse

component (left) and the vertical components (right).
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Figure Appendix A.3. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent A (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:33:13.
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Figure Appendix A.4. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent A (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:33:13.
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Figure Appendix A.5. Waveform fits of the transverse component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent A (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:33:13.
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Figure Appendix A.6. Waveform fits of the transverse component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent A (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:33:13.
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Figure Appendix A.7. CMT for event B - azimuthal distribution and weights for the radial

component (left) and the vertical components (right).
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Figure Appendix A.8. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent B, bandpass filtered (0.001–0.01 Hz). Observed traces are black, modelled

colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits. Times are

given relative to 2021-08-12 18:35:05.
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Figure Appendix A.9. Waveform fits of the radial component retrieved from the CMT inver-

sion for subevent B, bandpass filtered (0.001–0.01 Hz). Observed traces are black, modelled colored

with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits. Times are given

relative to 2021-08-12 18:35:05.
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Figure Appendix A.10. CMT for event C - azimuthal distribution and weights for the radial

component (left) and the vertical components (right).
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Figure Appendix A.11. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent C, bandpass filtered (0.001–0.01 Hz). Observed traces are black, modelled

colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits. Times are

given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:09.
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Figure Appendix A.12. Waveform fits of the radial component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent C, bandpass filtered (0.001–0.01 Hz). Observed traces are black, modelled

colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits. Times are

given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:09
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Figure Appendix A.13. CMT for event D - azimuthal distribution and weights for the trans-

verse component (left) and the vertical components (right).
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Figure Appendix A.14. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent D (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:16.
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Figure Appendix A.15. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent D (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:16.
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Figure Appendix A.16. Waveform fits of the transverse component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent D (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:16.
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Figure Appendix A.17. Waveform fits of the transverse component retrieved from the CMT

inversion for subevent D (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.03 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:16.
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Appendix B Centroid moment tensor inversion and classification for the548

aftershock sequence549

The centroid deviatoric moment tensor (MT) inversions for 88 out of 202 earthquakes550

with Mw ≥ 5.0 are performed with Grond (Heimann et al., 2018) (check Appendix A551

for details on Grond) using specific distance-dependent time windows starting before the552

theoretical P-wave arrival covering the whole waveform (body and surface waves) on all553

components. Details on the shape of the time taper windwos are given in Appendix A. The554

optimizations include seismic data from AI, AW, C1, GE, II, and IU networks. An amplitude555

correction factor for station ORCD (Cesca et al., 2022) was applied. Synthetic waveforms556

are computed using a oceanic crust model (Cesca et al., 2022), which is predominant over the557

considered distance range (200–2500 km). Data is bandpass filtered between 0.02–0.04 Hz558

yielding highest Signal-to-Noise ratios and fitted over 55,000 iterations. Source parameter559

uncertainties and confidence intervals are estimated by bootstrapping over data (Heimann560

et al., 2018), considering 100 different data configurations.561

The earthquake classification is performed on the base of the MT catalog, using the562

seiscloud clustering software (Cesca, 2020). Earthquakes are clustered based on the simi-563

larity of their focal mechanisms, using the Kagan angle (Kagan, 1991) as metric. We select564

the clustering parameters Nmin = 2 and ϵ = 0.25, so that a cluster is formed whenever565

for a given earthquake there are at least 2 other earthquakes, with a Kagan angle equal or566

smaller than 30◦.567
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Figure Appendix B.1. Aftershock centroid locations and mechanisms of the aftershocks de-

rived from GCMT (dark grey) compared to our solutions (light grey) as map (a) and cross sectional

view (c). Corresponding mechanisms are connected via lines with red dots indicating the shift in

location. (b) shows all aftershocks analysed as in Fig. 5a for comparability.
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Appendix C Finite fault dynamics from self-similar dynamic extended568

rupture model569

Tabs. Appendix C.2 and Appendix C.3 show all parameters extracted from the PDR570

inversions. Below waveform fits of the ensemble of solutions are shown as well as histograms571

for each parameter.572

The inversions are also performed with Grond (Heimann et al., 2018) (check Appendix573

A for details on Grond) using specific distance-dependent time windows. Details on their574

shape and the settings are given in Appendix A and Appendix C.1. The PDR optimizations575

for subevents A and D include 63,000 iterations while the joint B and C inversion includes576

93,000 due to the larger parameter space. The uncertainties for every resolved parameter577

are delivered by bootstrapping the data considering 20 different configurations. We consider578

the mean model.579
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Table Appendix C.1. Choosen dynamic time windows for the PDR inversions. Corner times

of the used cosine taper are defined as tmin, tmin + ttaper, tmax − ttaper, tmax with respect to the

inverted event origin time∗

Inversion APDR BPDR+CPDR DPDR

P-wave/W-Phase time window relative to tP

tmin [s] -130 (100) - -130 (100)

tmax [s] +300 (100) - +160 (100)

S-wave time window relative to tS

tmin -160 (100) - -130 (100)

tmax +300 (100) - +160 (100)

Full waveform time window relative to tP

tmin - -1000 (1000) -

tmax - vsurf (3.5)
† + 1000 (1000) -

tP - P wave arrival time using AK135

tS - S wave arrival time using AK135

∗ - Format: <time> (taper)

† - vsurf (XX) Indicating surface wave arrival with velocity of XX km/s
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Table Appendix C.2. PDR mean inversion results for the subevents A and D

Event A D

Latitude [◦±km] -57.637±18 -59.92±17

Longitude [◦±km] -24.527±18 -25.898±20

Origin time [s] 18:32:54±2 18:36:01±2

Depth [km] 10±5 23±4

Length [km] 149±32 58±11

Width [km] 42±7 48±8

Strike [◦] 147±16 219±9

Dip [◦] 21±5 20±2

Rake [◦] 80±11 128±8

vr/vs 0.40±0.08 0.49±0.08

Max. slip [m] 2.3±0.5 3.1±0.5

Nucleation x -0.6±0.3 -0.3±0.2

Nucleation y -0.2±0.4 -0.4±0.4

Coordinates refer to the top edge center. Nucleation point coordinates are given in relative

coordinates ranging from -1 (left/top edge) to 1 (right/bottom edge) for x (along strike)

and y (down dip).
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Table Appendix C.3. PDR mean results of the joint inversion for the subevents B and C

Event B C

Centroid (relative to subfault top edges)

Latitude [◦±km] -59.288±53

Longitude [◦±km] -23.987±28

Time [s] 18:34:12±19

Depth [km] 10±4

Relative fault parameter

∆ time [s]† 151±13

∆ depth [km]† 0±3

Azimuth [◦]† 184±14

Distance [km]† 202±71

M0,subevent/
∑

M0 0.59±0.13 0.41±0.13

Fault plane

Length [km] 270±56 178±48

Width [km] 34±10 49±14

Strike [◦] 172±8 218±9

Dip [◦] 29±13 39±9

Rake [◦] 96±16 111±13

vr/vs 0.33±0.08 0.37±0.08

Max. slip [m] 5.8±2.2 5.0±1.7

Nucleation x∗ -0.5±0.4 -0.2±0.5

Nucleation y∗ -0.1±0.6 -0.1±0.6

† - From subevent B to C

∗ - Explanation of coordinates given in Tab. Appendix C.2
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Figure Appendix C.1. Parameter distribution of the tested models for all PDR inversions

(part 1). Parameters time, easting, northing and depth in column BPDR + CPDR indicate the

uncertainties on the location and time of the joint centroid of B and C.
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Figure Appendix C.2. Parameter distribution of the tested models for all PDR inversions

(part 2). The parameters time shift, depth shift, azimuth, distance and relative weighting in

column BPDR + CPDR indicate the uncertainties on the relative fault location and time of B and

C with respect to their joint centroid location.
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Figure Appendix C.3. Location of the PDR rupture planes of subevents B and C derived from

the 1,000 best models of inversion compared to the location of the PDR rupture plane of subevent

D (red). Both color and line width scale with the associated misfit of each model.
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Figure Appendix C.4. PDR for event A - azimuthal distribution and weights for the transverse

component (left) and the vertical components (right).
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Figure Appendix C.5. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent A (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.05 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:32:54.
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Figure Appendix C.6. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent A (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.05 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:32:54.–61–
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Figure Appendix C.7. Waveform fits of the transverse component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent A (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.05 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:32:54.
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Figure Appendix C.8. Waveform fits of the transverse component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent A (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.05 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:32:54.–63–
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Figure Appendix C.9. PDR for event B and C - azimuthal distribution and weights for the

radial component (left) and the vertical components (right).
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Figure Appendix C.10. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent B and C (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.001–0.01 Hz). Observed traces are

black, modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model

misfits. Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:34:12.
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Figure Appendix C.11. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent B and C (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.001–0.01 Hz). Observed traces are

black, modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model

misfits. Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:34:12.
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Figure Appendix C.12. Waveform fits of the radial component retrieved from the PDR inver-

sion for subevent B and C (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.001–0.01 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:34:12.
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Figure Appendix C.13. Waveform fits of the radial component retrieved from the PDR inver-

sion for subevent B and C (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.001–0.01 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:34:12.
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Figure Appendix C.14. PDR for event D - azimuthal distribution and weights for the trans-

verse component (left) and the vertical components (right).
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Figure Appendix C.15. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent D (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.05 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:01.
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Figure Appendix C.16. Waveform fits of the vertical component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent D (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.05 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:01.–71–
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Figure Appendix C.17. Waveform fits of the transverse component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent D (part 1), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.05 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:01.
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Figure Appendix C.18. Waveform fits of the transverse component retrieved from the PDR

inversion for subevent D (part 2), bandpass filtered (0.01–0.05 Hz). Observed traces are black,

modelled colored with red indicating smaller misfits vs blue color indicating higher model misfits.

Times are given relative to 2021-08-12 18:36:01.–73–
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Figure Appendix C.19. Comparison of focal mechanisms derived from CMT inversions (top

row) and PDR inversions (bottom row) for the given subevents A (left) to D (right). Size scales

with magnitude. Colors are the same as in Fig. 3.
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Appendix D Teleseismic Back-projection580

We image the 2021 South Sandwich earthquake rupture from the back-projection of581

short-period P waves (0.5-2.0 Hz). We used the multi-array back-projection method of Vera582

et al. (2021), which includes semi-automatic estimates of earthquake rupture parameters,583

i.e., length, directivity, speed, and aspect ratio. The method combines semblance and beam584

energy maps from several ad-hoc seismic arrays, which are automatically weighted based on585

their azimuthal distribution. Semblance measures the coherence of waveforms. Semblance586

maxima of each analyzed short time window over time track the rupture front, while the587

time evolution of the energy maxima characterizes the relative strength of short-period588

energy emissions, providing a proxy for a band-limited source time function (e.g., Neidell589

& Taner, 1971; Rössler et al., 2010; Palo et al., 2014). We back-projected vertical broad590

band P waveform vertical component seismograms bandpass filtered at 0.5–2.0 Hz, analyzed591

with overlapping 6 s time windows in steps of 1 s. We processed data from four regions592

(Chile, Caribbean, Australia, and Southern Africa). The IASP91 velocity model of Kennett593

and Engdahl (1991) was used to predict P-wave arrival times. We additionally corrected594

theoretical arrival times with receiver-dependent time shifts derived from the aftershock-595

based calibration method of Palo et al. (2014). The calibration reduces the effect of 3D Earth596

heterogeneities on arrival times, especially for back-projection of large earthquake ruptures597

(e.g., Ishii et al., 2007; Palo et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2016). Here, eight events (Table598

Appendix D.1) with thrust focal mechanisms spanned the rupture extent and provided the599

time shifts. Fig. Appendix D.1b shows the azimuthal distribution of the arrays used and600

the first 10 s of the waveform coherence after calibration (first 300 s in Fig. Appendix601

D.2). The effectiveness of the calibration is presented in Fig. Appendix D.3. The back-602

projection showed location errors of ∼30 km on average. The location error at two sides603

of the megathrust showed to be reasonably resolved, i.e., up to ∼23 km on average, except604

in the central part where the second calibration event induced an abrupt SE offset of ∼72605

km (event-2; Fig. Appendix D.3). The location errors were found to be suitably scaled606

by the large rupture of the Sandwich Island earthquake, making the back-projection also607
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appropriate for imaging the short-period earthquake rupture propagation. The P waves were608

back-projected into a horizontal grid with points spaced 5 km apart at a constant depth609

of 13 km. We utilized a constant depth grid rather than following the slab because we610

considered the possibility of activation of the transform fault of the rupture. As only minor611

travel time differences arise for P waves for the likely depth variation and move-outs are612

nearly identical, the only difference with respect to a back-projection using a grid following613

a dipping slab could be a wrong timing of semblance maxima by at most 2-3 s, insignificant614

for the overall evolution of the rupture.615
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Table Appendix D.1. Earthquake source parameters for events used in the back-projection

calibration. Aftershock parameters were obtained from the GEOFON Moment tensor solution

catalog.

N◦ Time (UTC) Mw Lon (deg) Lat (deg) Depth (km) Strike Dip Rake

1 2021-08-12 18:32:49.38 7.7 -25.33 -57.62 13 159◦ 11◦ 84◦

2 2021-08-12 18:35:22.30 8.0 -25.21 -58.42 11 207◦ 11◦ 86◦

3 2021-08-13 11:45:35.19 5.8 -25.62 -57.24 25 161◦ 22◦ 89◦

4 2021-08-16 05:46:18.76 5.8 -25.73 -56.88 19 162◦ 20◦ 94◦

5 2021-08-17 17:53:29.27 6.1 -25.57 -58.00 35 166◦ 36◦ 85◦

6 2021-08-18 02:48:53.78 5.8 -26.36 -59.73 40 193◦ 47◦ 80◦

7 2021-08-18 21:49:53.96 5.9 -26.40 -59.71 43 225◦ 44◦ 117◦

8 2021-09-06 08:19:43.94 5.9 -25.33 -58.87 29 182◦ 30◦ 88◦
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Figure Appendix D.1. The 2021 South of Sandwich Islands earthquake back-projection (0.5–

2.0 Hz). a) Back-projected earthquake rupture. Blue-red dots show the rupture propagation based

on semblance maxima scaled by energy radiated. The yellow stars indicate the events used in the

aftershock-based calibration method, including the first Mw 7.7 event (white star). Tectonic setting:

South American (SAM), Sandwich (SAN), and Antarctic (ANT) plates. Inset: Array weights and

short-period energy radiated source time function. b) Multi-array configuration and calibrated P

waveforms. c) Rupture parameter derived from the multi-array back-projection method. Rupture

directivity, length, aspect ratio, and velocity from the spatiotemporal evolution of short-period

emission points relative to the epicenter. For estimating rupture length, the emission points are

projected on lines passing through the epicenter for all azimuths; the maximization provides the

rupture length. The aspect ratio is defined by the quotient between the minimum and maximum

length estimates. For the rupture directivity, minimizing the sum of the squares of the perpendicular

distances of all emission points to the azimuths control the estimation. The rupture speed time

series depends on the distance and time of the emission points relative to the event epicenter. See

details for rupture parameter estimates in Vera et al. (2021).
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Figure Appendix D.2. High-frequency waveforms (0.5–2.0 Hz) from back-projected seismic

arrays: AF, AU, CH, and CAR. Time (s) relative to theoretical P-wave arrivals from the mainshock

hypocenter.
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Figure Appendix D.3. Events included in the back-projection calibration (white stars) and

recovered locations (red circles). Location errors are expressed in km and labeled next to each

event. The numbers labeled in blue designate the events ID presented in Table Appendix D.1.

Tectonic setting: South American (SAM), Sandwich (SAN), and Antarctic (ANT) plates.
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Appendix E Data and Resources616

We used waveform data from the following seismic networks: AF (Penn State Univer-617

sity, 2004), AI (Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale, 1992), AU618

(Geoscience Australia (GA), 1994), AW (Alfred Wegener Institute For Polar And Marine619

Research (AWI), 1993), BL (Universidade de Sao Paulo (USP), 1988), BV (Observatorio San620

Calixto (OSC Bolivia), 1913), BX (Department of Geological Survey of Botswana, 2001),621

C (Universidad de Chile, Dept de Geofisica (DGF UChile Chile), 1991), C1 (Universidad622

de Chile, 2012), CM (INGEOMINAS - Servicio Geologico Colombiano (SGC Colombia),623

1993), CU (Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory (ASL)/USGS, 2006), CX (GFZ German624

Research Centre For Geosciences & Institut Des Sciences De L’Univers-Centre National De625

La Recherche CNRS-INSU, 2006), DK (GEUS Geological Survey of Denmark and Green-626

land, 1976), EC (Instituto Geofisico Escuela Politecnica Nacional (IG-EPN Ecuador), 2002),627

G (Institut de physique du globe de Paris (IPGP) & École et Observatoire des Sciences de la628

Terre de Strasbourg (EOST), 1982), GE (GEOFON Data Centre, 1993), GT (Albuquerque629

Seismological Laboratory (ASL)/USGS, 1993), II (Scripps Institution of Oceanography,630

1986), IM (, 1965), IU (Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory (ASL)/USGS, 1988), NU631

(Instituto Nicaraguense de Estudios Territoriales (INETER), 1975), NZ (Institute of Ge-632

ological and Nuclear Sciences Ltd (GNS New Zealand), 1988), OC (CONICET (OSCO),633

2017), ON (Observatório Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, 2011), S1 (Australian National Univer-634

sity (ANU, Australia), 2011), WA (Universidad Nacional de San Juan (UNSJ, Argentina),635

1958), WI (Institut de physique du globe de Paris (IPGP), 2008) and YW (Glanville, 2021).636
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